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INTRODUCTION  

As an important performance trait in a variety of sport settings, vertical jumping ability is 
a highly valued and much sought after athletic athletic attribute.  For this reason, the 
factors which contribute to jumping performance are of considerable interest to athletes 
and coaches alike.  Although a simple, counter-movement jump for maximum height 
appears to be a very rudimentary athletic skill, many possible factors have the potential 
to effect its execution and impact its magnitude.  

Ultimately, the final height achieved is determined by the velocity of the jumper's center 
of mass at the time of take-off.  This vertical velocity is directly resultant of the net 
vertical impulse created by the jumper.  Biomechanically defined, an impulse is simply 
the product of a force or torque and the duration of time that force or torque acts (I = F x 
t).  The net vertical impulse created by the jumper is basically resultant of the summed 
effect of the individual joint torques produced during the flexions and extensions which 
characterize a typical jump.  

In this typical jumping movement, an instantaneous crouch low point separates a 
preparatory counter-movement flexion phase from a propulsive extension phase.  Joint 
torques produced during both pre- and post-crouch phases ultimately create the positive 
vertical impulse which enables the jumper to overcome the negative vertical impulse 
created by his or her own weight, and elevate.  



Joint torques produced in the pre-crouch flexion phase are predominantly resultant of 
eccentric muscular contractions, while those in the post-crouch extension phase are 
deemed resultant of concentric contractions.  Eccentric contraction refers to a 
contraction in which the muscle lengthens as it develops tension, whereas concentric 
contraction refers to a contraction in which the muscle shortens as it develops tension.  
Although a specific type of contraction is not exclusive to a particular jump phase, the 
preparatory pre-crouch extension phase is often regarded as the eccentric phase and 
post-crouch extension phase as the concentric phase.  

Thus, the individual joint torques which result from the eccentric and concentric activity 
of the jumping muscles sum to determine the magnitude of the net vertical impulse.  As 
previously mentioned, this impulse determines the jumper's vertical velocity at take-off 
and ultimately, the final jump height.  Therefore, torque production at each of the joints 
involved in the jumping movement is directly related to the vertical height achieved by 
the jumper.  

Since an individual's ability to produce joint torque during a jumping movement is 
directly related to the jump height achieved in that particular jump, then perhaps an 
individual's general ability to produce torque (or his or her general strength) is also 
positively related to jumping ability.  

Intuitively, the hypothesis seems logical.  However, strength or the ability to produce 
torque is a complex construct.  Muscular strength, measured by force or torque 
production, is largely dependent upon several factors.  

The amount of force one can produce in an assessment of strength is dependent upon 
speed at which strength is assessed.  Strength measured at high movement speeds 
tends to yield torque values lower than those measured at slower speeds.  This inverse 
relationship could complicate the relationship between jumping ability and strength.  
Perhaps the statistical significance of the relationship will be dependent upon the speed 
at which strength is assessed.  With the principal of specificity in mind, one might 
hypothesize that strength in each of the  assessed joints will be most correlated with 
jumping ability when joint strength is assessed at movement speeds which are most 
consistent with that joint's movement during an actual vertical jump.  

A second complication might also exist.  The relationship between jumping ability and 
strength could be joint-specific.  Since each individual joint has a different amount of 
associated muscle mass and therefore, a different relative contribution to the total 
vertical jump performance, then perhaps there will be a difference in the relationship 
between jumping ability and hip strength, as opposed to jumping ability and knee 
strength, and jumping ability and ankle strength.  

Yet another possibility is that forces generated during the two different types of muscle 
contraction characteristic of a jumping movement may differ in their relationship to 
jumping ability.  Since a jump consists of two phases, eccentric and concentric, perhaps 



the strength of one type of muscle contraction - either eccentric or concentric - is more 
closely related to jumping ability that the other.  

In addition, all three factors (joint, type of muscle contraction, and speed of movement) 
interact to produce an almost infinite number of correlations between strength and 
jumping ability.  That is, for each of the joints, there will be a specific type of muscle 
contraction.  For each joint-specific type of muscle contraction, there is a full spectrum 
of movement velocities.  

With the myriad of relationships that exist when one dependent variable (jumping ability) 
is compared to an independent variable with its own set of dependent variables and 
their various inclusive and exclusive combinations, interpreting the actual relationship 
between strength and vertical jumping ability becomes problematic.  
   
   

 


